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“RDMnet benefits from massive scalability. However, it suffers from
a single point of failure and the need for an additional component in
the architecture . . . ”
Sometimes, posts on the Help Desk are difficult to
answer concisely. A recent example was: “Where can
I find out more about RDMnet?”
RDMnet is a standard currently developed in the ESTA
Technical Standards Programme (E1.33), so you would need to
join and participate in the TSP to gain access. I am a member of
the task group developing the standard and have just returned
from the Dallas meeting cycle, where we made very significant
progress, so I thought it was time for an overview. In order to
understand the purpose of RDMnet, however, we need to look at
the current standards.
RDM is the sister of DMX512. DMX allows data to be sent
from console to lights, while RDM allows data to travel in the
opposite direction. It also defines a language of commands and
queries that enable the console to remotely manage the fixtures
(responders). The most widely used functionality this provides
is to set the start address and personality of a fixture. I’m cochairing the TSP task group that is evolving the next version
of RDM. Don’t panic - the changes are important but small
and backward-compatible. It’s all about fixing some earlier
inconsistencies, improving efficiently with radio and setting the
stage for RDMnet.
Figure 1 shows the message flow in an RDM system:

In addition to this simple encapsulation process, the
Art-Net gateway is also responsible for discovering the RDM
responders and sending that list to the controller.
The ArtRDM messages that flow back to the controller are
broadcast so that multiple controllers can all see the data.
As RDM is very low bandwidth, broadcast is not an issue and
works well on systems with tens of thousands of responders.
However, for huge installations such as theme parks and
metropolitan area lighting, the data can be difficult to route.
Art-Net took this approach for efficiency and economy: it
works for 99% of applications and any other approach needs
additional hardware. Multiple controllers could just mean
a main console and a backup - one wants the backup console
to have ‘seen’ all RDM replies sent to the main one, so that
it’s up-to-date when it takes over. But imagine if we have 1000
main and backup consoles - they will all be seeing replies to
each other’s requests, whether they want to or not. As the
number of consoles increases, the network would eventually
become overwhelmed with data. This issue is referred to
as scalability.
RDMnet seeks to provide a truly scalable solution to RDM
data flow in a multiple controller environment. The only way
to achieve this is to insert a new object between the lighting
consoles and the responders - the broker.
Figure 3 shows the data flow for a purely ethernet-based
system, but also introduces some new terminology: RDMnet
is a suite of protocols and the one that carries the RDM data
is called RDM Packet Transport or RPT. So, in RDMnet, the
‘RPT Controller’ replaces the ‘RDM Controller’. There is no
great significance to the naming - both are likely to be the
lighting console or the building management software. More
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significant is the name change for ‘RDM Command’ and ‘RDM
Response’ to ‘RPT Request’ and ‘RPT Notification’. In the
Art-Net is currently the only public method that allows
RDM world, each response can be matched to a command.
RDM to operate over ethernet. Running RDM over ethernet is
That isn’t so in RDMnet, where notifications can be sent
important for multi-universe lighting control. Art-Net uses a
unilaterally.
wrapper system that simply encapsulates the RDM packet and
The broker is the core RDMnet concept that allows
sends it over the network as an ArtRDM packet. The ethernet
this massive scalability. Figure 4 adds a gateway and RDM
gateway deals with adding and removing this wrapper as it
responder so we can look at the bigger picture. Effectively, all
moves from ethernet to DMX512.
network elements (controllers, gateways and devices) talk to
Figure 2 shows how the data flows:
the broker and not to each other, so when one lighting console
sets the start address of a moving light, all other consoles are
updated by the broker. This approach reduces the processing
load on the lighting console as well as the network bandwidth
use. Is there a catch? No, but each system has its relative
advantages:
Art-Net takes a simple approach that
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doesn’t require a broker and so there’s
no single point of failure in a multicontroller environment. However, this
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scalability (essentially limited just by the processing power of
the broker). However, it suffers from a single point of failure
(everything talks to the broker - so if that fails . . . ) and the
need for an additional component in the architecture.
Will the broker be a separate physical item? My guess is
medium to high specification lighting consoles will build in
a basic broker to allow RDMnet to operate and that other
vendors will offer standalone brokers with added value. That
said, as I noted above, the scalability of RDMnet is totally
dependent on the processing power of the broker. So, shoehorning a broker into a mid-range lighting console will add
little benefit for the user.
A key question will be how does this affect the DMX512
gateways? RDM over Art-Net and RDM over RDMnet can
coexist in a gateway in just the same way that DMX512 over
Art-Net and DMX512 over sACN already co-exist. Indeed,
Art-Net 4 embraces sACN by implementing commands that
allow the user to select the DMX512 source on a port-by-port
basis. The next release of Art-Net will continue the concept
by allowing the user to select their preferred RDM data flow
protocol.
Next month I will examine some of the other protocols
inside RDMnet, including Link Layer Recovery Protocol (LLRP).
Below are some resources for those who want to learn
more or get involved. Artistic Licence has just released the first
beta firmware for developers wishing to test against RDMnet
LLRP protocol on all gateway platforms, while at the PLASA
Show (16-18 September, London Olympia), I will be giving a
presentation entitled Controls: The latest news and views. I
Technical Standards Programme: P //plasa.me/tsp
Artistic Licence: P //artisticlicence.com/product/artlynx
PLASA seminars: P www.plasashow.com/seminar-programme
Visit the Help Desk:
P //artisticlicence.com/support-and-resources/help-desk/
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